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Abstract 

Boyc.l' k, U., A.H. Perera, M.T. Ter-M ikael ian, D.L. Martell and C. Li. 1995. Modeling the 
e( .'1: of scale and fIre disturbance patterns on forest age distribution. Forest 
I ragmentation and Biodiversity Project Technical Report Series No. 19. Ontario 
Forl!st Qesearch Institute, Ministry of Natural Resources. 

Van Wagner (1978) demonstrated the important insight as to the relevance of the exponential model 

to tree age at both the stand and landscape levels. He showed that, under certain conditions, the 

probability distribution of the age of a stand subject to periodic renewal by fire is exponential. The 

extension of this model to the landscape-level results, also under certain conditions, in an 

exponential shape for the forest age distribution. Empirical studies have given partial support to 

this hypothesis. The results depend upon the size of the landscape in question, the patterns of fire 

disturbance l and changes in the disturbance regime over time and space. We attempt to provide 

insight into some of the fundamental factors that determine the forest age distribution. We examine 

whether the forest age distribution would have an exponential shape, and whether it would be stable 

or variable over time under different conditions. We used different spatial and temporal 
I 

disturbance ~atterns, some of which represent correlation due to fire growth and episodes of high 

fire disturbance. We describe the theoretical models that we developed for this investigation, and 

give the results of computational tests based on hypothetical data. Our results show that, under 

typical boreal disturbance regimes, we should not expect to find forest age distribution stability 

even at very large spatial scales due to the correlation of disturbances. 

Keywords: fire, disturbance, landscape ecology, exponential age distribution, scale, stability, 

steady state, variability. 
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1. Introduction 

It is important to understand and manage ecosystems at multiple temporal and spatial scales, in 

particular, at landscape scales. One of many ideals in landscape management planning in North 

America is that the landscape should resemble its "natural" condition before European settlement. 

In order to guide fire and landscape management activities to approach this ideal, it is necessary to 

characterise this natural condition. 

It is well known that fire and other disturbances have played important roles in shaping Ontario's 

forest ecosystems. In a fire-dominated ecosystem like the boreal forest, it is difficult or impossible 

to reconstruct the history of the forest landscape, and characterise the natural state (e.g., Baker 

1989b). This is primarily due to the cumulative impact of factors like fire protection and harvesting 

during this century. 

Even without such difficulties, researchers use theoretical models to gain insight into the dynamics 

of complex systems. For a fire-disturbed ecosystem like the boreal forest, Van Wagner (1978) 

demonstrated the important insight as to the relevance of the exponential model to tree age at both 

the stand and landscape levels. He showed that under certain conditions, the probability 

distribution of a stand subject to periodic renewal by fire is exponential. The extension of this 

model to the landscape-level results, also under certain conditions, in an exponential shape for the 

forest age distribution. This insight is relevant when managing for naturalness if it helps us to 

understand the natural state of the landscape, and interpret empirical data. 

Van Wagner (1978) developed a simulation model of a landscape composed of many equal-sized, 

homogeneous, independent cells or stands which were subject to the risk of burning each year. 

Regarding his model, he wrote that 

" .. , there is no fundamental reason why .. , individual fires could not burn more than one 
stand. ... Similarly, there is no reason why the burned area could not vary from year to 
year as long as the long-term average was constant and the time scale of the fluctuations 
small compared with the length of the fire cycle. Such departures from the ideal would 
naturally result in statistical roughness but need not disqualify the negative exponential 
concept. " 
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Even casual observation confirms that there will be significant deviation from the exponential shape 

due to large fires (e.g., Johnson and Gutsell 1994), so we might expect the exponential model to 

fail at small scales, and become more appropriate at larger scales. Baker's (1989b, 1989c) analyses 

of Heinselman's (1973) Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) fire history data are among the 

most comprehensive tests of the exponential hypothesis at varying spatial scales. He found that the 

"shifting-mosaic steady state" (Bormann and Likens 1979) hypothesis did not hold in the BWCA. 

He gave several reasons including the spatial heterogeneity of disturbance regimes, and that the 

fires were very large and infrequent. Further modeling work by Baker (1992a, 1992b, 1993) using 

a spatial landscape model by Baker et al. (1991) has clearly shown that under historical conditions 

in the BWCA, forest age distribution did not have an exponential shape, nor did it stay in a steady 

state due to the large but infrequent fires. In some studies, variability in the data (e.g., Johnson and 

Larsen 1991) or model output (e.g., Ratz 1995) was deliberately suppressed by averaging because 

only average system behaviour was sought. In other studies, the variability or non-equilibrium 

behaviour of the system was explicitly addressed (e.g., Shugart and West 1981; Boychuk 1993, ch. 

4; Swetnam 1993). 

Our objectives were to analyse and develop further insight into some of the fundamental factors that 

determine forest age distribution in a disturbance-driven ecosystem. For this, we developed 

theoretical models of a fire-disturbed landscape and used them to examine forest age distribution 

under different conditions. In particular, we focused on the effects of spatial scale and various 

spatial and temporal disturbance patterns. To isolate the effect of these factors from that of 

landscape heterogeneity, we used a simple homogeneous landscape. 

Specifically, we examined whether the forest age distribution is: 

• exponential, and 

• stable or variable over time. 

We especially examined the how the forest age distribution varied with the: 

• landscape size, and 

• temporal and spatial disturbance patterns. 

We examined various disturbance patterns representing: 
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• the one assumed in the "classical" exponential age distribution hypothesis, 

• ones representing spatial dependence due to fire growth, and 

• ones representing spatial and temporal dependence due to variable fire disturbances over 

time, i.e., infrequent high fire disturbance years. 

Our further objectives were to: 

• develop graphical software to illustrate these theoretical principles to landscape 

managers, fire managers, and researchers, and 

• illustrate the theoretical impact of the introduction of fire suppression on the forest age 

distribution (described in Boychuk and Perera 1995). 

We believe that our analysis should influence the representation of spatial and temporal dependence 

of disturbances in comprehensive landscape models. Note that we are not suggesting that our 

models in FLAP-X are the final answer for fire and landscape models and analysis. We believe 

that they have important features that should be incorporated, and we are undertaking research for 

further development. 

Following a literature review in Section 2 and definitions in Section 3.1, our exposition starts with 

a description of the classic exponential models for both the stand level (Section 3.2) and landscape 

level (Section 3.3). In Section 3.4 we give a quantitative analysis of the effect of the number of 

cells in the classical landscape-level model. In Section 3.5, we develop a continuous analogue of 

the landscape-level model in which we relax the assumption of no fire growth, and prove that the 

exponential result still holds over time for a point. In Section 3.6 we emphasise the distinction 

between the stand-level and landscape-level cases despite their apparently similar algebra. In 

Section 4 we present our cell-based theoretical models in which we relax the assumptions of no fire 

growth and constant probability of burning. Thus, we progresses from the classical exponential 

models, through intermediate models and analyses, then to our final models in FLAP-X. In 

Section 5 we describe our computational results. Section 6 presents a case study example, and 

Section 7 is a discussion. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. Introduction 

We review literature in which authors (1) developed the exponential and related models at the 

stand and landscape levels, (2) reported substantial empirical tests of the exponential or related 

models, (3) presented comprehensive models of fire disturbance and forest age distribution, 

and (4) dealt with other factors related to this research. We do not include literature regarding 

component processes such as ecosystem development and succession, or fire and other 

disturbances. 



. 2.2. Development of Stand- and Landscape~Level Exponential arid. Related 
, . -" " ' , 

Models 

Johnson and Gutsell (1994) reviewed and summarisedpr(Jcedures for analysing and 

interpreting fire history and forest age distribution .. Van Wagner (1978, 1983, 1986) provided 

valuable insight into the effects of fire and harvesting on the forest age distribution. The 

principal resultof interest is that in theory, the age distribution approaches al1 exponential 

shape under certain conditions. . Johnson andVah Wagner (J985) explicitly linked the fire 
. . 

. interval distribution at a single-point to the.age distribution across the whole landscape. 
" ' - -

Harrington andbonnelly (1978) also developed a simple model of the average age, and forest 
- - - - . ' 

agedistributlon iIsmaU stands in the landscape were subjected. to the expected fire .disturbance . 

rates, and burned independently of each other. They defined the annual fire probability as the 
, ...-' - , . 

mean annual burnecjarea divided by the landscape area, and argued.as follows.. If the very 

low probability that a small stand burns in a given year is ass~med to be constanLover. time, 

then the. sequence of fires in the stand over time' is approximately a: Poisson process. The fire 

interarrival times are therefore· approximately exponentially distributed. The probability 

distribution of the age of the stand (implicitly, inthe long term, without the influenceoLthe .. 

initial age) is therefore exponentially distributed, Since the landscape is assumed to be 

composed of many small stands that. burn independently of each other, the forest age 
. . 

distribution (in the long term).would therefore also have an exp~nential shape .. Va.n Wagner . . 

· (1978) arrived at a similar conclusion using both a~ analytic~l. model and a stochastic. 

simulationmddeI. He also reviewed case studies of actual landscapes to test the relationship, 

and introduced harvesting into thesimulationmodeI. Wilson (1983) analysed the problem 

more formally, modeling the growth and burning of a single stand as a Markov chain. He 

· extended his results to the landscape level which was composed of many independent stands. 

He argued that, after asufficient iengthof.time, the forest age distribution would attain and .' 

maintain ariexponentialshape. 

Johnson and VanWagner (1985) generalised the exponentialresuIt to the Weibull .distribution . 

· for the case where the probability of burning varies with the. age of the stand: The exponential .. 
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· modeIisaspecialcase where burning isindependt;!llt of age. CIa.rk(1989)developed this case . 

. . ... as a renewal. processllnd warned of an important problem in fire history analysis when the fire 

regime isnoncStationary. 

BoychQk (1993; ch .• 3)discQssed the rel~tionshiPbet"'een· the stand-level arid landscape-level 

.. scope of these studies, He emphasised that the li~kig~ b~t~e(mthesingIe~poillt firein~erval . 

• and· forest age distribution. at the landscape level depended on the assUlllptionthatthe wlJ~le 
land~cape \Vascomp~sedof many celIs that burned independently of each other. The 

dependence of burnlngadjace~t.siands is, however, very apparent from observed firesal).d 

m~psof~eboreaI forest. The effe~t ofspatiaiscale has bee~recognjsed (e.g.,Simai~ 1976; 

Van Wagner .1983, Wiens 1989)and studied empirically (e.g.; Baker 1989b) and with models 
. '",' , .-' ., - ,- - - -'" '- . .. - '.. " .. ", 

(e.g., BlIk.er1989t, 1993) .. Thereis a considerable ain6untofwork on various measiJres of 

· la~dscape pattern as a·functionofspatial·sc.ale(see e.g.,Turner.198~,Turner et.al.I989), but 

ourconcernhereiswith the si:nplermeasure offorestagedistribution.BoychuI{(1993,ch. 4) 
developed~nalytical models telatingtheaggregate proportion of a landscape burned t()(he .• 

· . siz.es oftbe fires an~the size of the la~dscape.· HeshO\yedthat with no ~ spatial or temporal· 

c~rrelation of fire> disturb;nce,.theannual proportion burned con~ergesto the expected· 

proportiOlI \JUrned fora~ufficientIylarge landscape ... Th~implication is that this WOQld lead to 

.llll· exp(mentiaIly~shapedage distribution for a sufficiently . large . landscape. .. He . showed, 

·l;~wever ,that withsignificantspatial. correlation and· annual. variabilit)'of fire disturbances due 

.. to weather , ihe. annualprbportion burned does not converge t6theexpectedproportio~ burned, . 

. . ·.even forillliirbit~arilylarge landscape: 
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, " - ,. -

2.3 . . Empirical .. Studies of :Exponential or.Related Models 

.. Many studies contained. empirical tests of their models .or hypotheses. Here. we list several 

studies that were substantia1.empirical te~ts of the exponentiaI.or related Weibull models. 

Bllker (1989b) lmde{took a comprehensive analysis of the. fire history· and consequent forest 

age distribution of the BWCA based on data from Heinselman (1973). He de.scribed the 
. .. 

theoretical and practical problems and complexities of defining and measuring fire histories. 

Sufflinget al. '(1982) attempted to reconstruct past agedistrihutions and past fire disturbance 

rates by postulating an initial age distribution and a fire· disturbance distribution, and 

simulating deterministic fire disturbances imp lanc!scape a~eing over time. They adjusted the 

· . initial age distribution and fire disturbance distribution until the simulated final age distribution 

matched the current actual age distribution. As they acknowledged, they couldnotbe c.ertain 
. - -. "'. . -

they identified the porrect initial age distribution . and fire disturbance distribution. . Suffling 

(1983,1991, 1992) also presented tests ofthe~xponentia.l model Jitted to age distribution data. 
. . 

Reed (1994) estimated the age-dependent natural fire hazard from the current age distribution 
" .' '. 

ofundisturbedqld growth forest. Bergeron (l991) examined the fire regimes and forest age 

distribution on island and lakeshore sites in northwestern Quebec. He found climate-driven 

changes.in the fire frequency .. Hemstrom and Franklin .(1982) examined the disturbance 

· history of Mount Rainier l'!atio~lll Park and founc! t\1eexponentialdistribution did notfit well 

· d~eto the infrequency and large size oUires. Yarie (1981) tested exponential and Weibull 

distributions to estimate ~urvivorship for forests in parts of Alaska .. Johnson and Larsen 

(1991) fit the exponential model t~ age distribution data [rom part of the Canadian. Rockies. 
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2.4 . Landscape MOdels ofFirebistllrbaDCeandForest Age Distribution •. 

.. Baker (1989a)gave .. a comprehensive· revie.wand· classification . ~f models of landscape change, 

and we make no attempt to duplicate his efforts: Here, we revie\V selectedlandscllpemodels 

• withfiredisturbahce that·were us~dtosWdy the effect6ffireon fcirestage distribution, cir.that 

had6ther features related to this research . 

.. Antoncivskiet aL (992) developed a stochastic spatial simulation modeI.of a. hypothetical 

landscape. the model.landscapewas agrid of cells that represented eve~Hged stands.· Each· 

. Year, a Iighthingfire< couldignitein each cell with a giv~n probability. Each cell with .an 

.. ignition could burn\Vith a probability thatdependedO~the stand age.·· Each . cell adjacent. to·a 

burhing cell. coulq igiJ.it~all(Lbuni with a givell.pro!>abilityth~talsodependeQ uponage .. The 

.· .. ignitionandburnillgprobabilities were adjiJsted~ritii empirical distributions of area burned 

all.d curren(age we;e reproduced by thesi~ullition m~deL 
- .',. -, - - . ,- ,. - , 

B~er (1989c) developed a Markov chain Illod~lto represent the fire and landscape dymullics 

of the BWGA ... He found that given the infrequell.t large fires, the ag~ diStribution of the 

BWCAwouid notattlfin .an e~pOrienti~1 shape, . nor be sta!>leov~r time, Baker (l992a, 1992b; 

1993) used afire Qisturbance~l1dlandscape simulation model by Baketet al.(1991) toexpiort! 

. theimpactsofa(;hangill.gfireregimeon lall.dscapecharacteristics il,l the BWCA. Bllker (1993) 

...... refined the analysis to mUltiple scales ... 
. -. . . -. . '~ 

.. Green (1989) dev~lopeda simulation~odel of the effect oUire and other factors on lands(;ape 

patterns. His. modelissimihrr to, but m()re comprehensive than FLAJl-X although h~ did not 

. analyse forest age distribution directly. Ratz (1995)deve;oped a simulation model withtwo 

. versions of stochru>tic fire spread:·· age-independent·. and age-dependent; . He. reported· ..... 

.•. significarit spatial andtelllPoralvariabilityof forest age distribution, butus~d combined time- . 

. andr~plication-average (see Section .4.2) measures of forest age diStribution for analysis. 
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·3 •. Theoretical Basis of the Exponential Model· 

3.1. . Some Defmitions 

.... Johnson and Outsell (1994) summarised. terminology and the relationships between varIOUS 

measures of disturbance and forest age distribution for both the exponential and Weibull cases. 

Here, we give definitions and relationships for the exponential. case. 

While our research is directed at the landscape level, we also investigate the stand level due to its 

role in the derivation of the e~porential age distribution modeLPatro, stand, cell, atom, and 

point have been used to describe small homogeneous patches or dimensionless points for modeling· 

purposes. The term stand is often used to describe a possibly large homogeneous patch that 

. originated from a fire or other disturbance, but we. do. not use this interpretation here. Whole . 

forest, forest-level, and landscape have been used to describe relatively large areas composed of 

many cells. 

The relationships between the landscape measures of area, fraction, proportion, and percentage 

burned are as follows .. The proportion burned is the area burned divided by the area of the 

landscape. Fraction burnedis the same aspropoltion burned. Percentage burned is simply the 

. proportion multiplied by lOQ %. The term probability burned has also been used to mean the . 

proportionbumed,but this usage is misleading. We prefer its use at the stand level to denote the 

probability that the entire .stand bUrns. At the landscape level, there is a probability distribution of 

the area or proportion of the landscape that burns during a specified time interval such asa year. 

. Several measures and terms have been used to quantify or characterise fIre disturbances, sometimes 

with alternative meanings; Fire cycle, fIre interval, fIre rotation, and recurrence time refer to 

the (expected) time between fIres .. These are essentially stand-level measures, but averages can be ... 

applied at the landscape level. Annual percentage burned, fraction burned, fIre frequency, fIre 
. . 

hazard rate, fIre loss· rate (and sometimesfue probability) refer to the proportion of. the· 

landscape bumed ina year. Generally, the measures of the. expected time between fIres are 
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.. reCiprocaIsof the protiabiliiyofburningforsingle stands, ~ndtheexpectedPJoportion burned for 

whole landsc:apes .. 

. . Inferences are often madebetWeeI1 stand-level and landscape-levelconcepts andI~easufes; Suppose 

a ,stand hits apr~babitity of burning each year of 0.01. The expected fIre recUrrence time at that 

standwould be 1/0.01 ~·l00years. What can we saYllbouta homo~eneous landscape composed 

....• of these types of stands (which burn independently)? We can say that there is some probabilitY 

disttibutionofthe proportion. burned; and, the expected vajueofthisdisttibutioI1is a.01. 

Finally, wenoie~epotentiaCconfusion due to the tWo uses of the term "distribution:" Forest~e . 
Wstrlbuti()nis a v~tor of. numbers' giving· the area or proportion' of the landsc:apethatisin each' 

" . '-'-." -' ---", ,- ", '- , ' , -, , " , . 
age. group or age class at somespecifIedpointin~ime. When the forest agedisttibution isa 

randoin variable,. it has a probabilityclistrltmtion . . Tableishowsthi~ distinttionfor tile sc:alar 

. stand ageandtheveCtorfOrestagedistriblltIon. AttheXisk of adding to the, confusion, .we note that. 

forestagedistribution isslrrtilar toprobabilitycjisttibu~ionof stand age. Forest age distribution ~an 
. be cOI1Sidered to . be . an.eXliausti~e sample. of individuals.tandages over space.' The probability . . . 

dil;tributionof standag~can beconsiUered to be a series of Salnplesof stand age over time . . ' .. 

Ca~tion must be used in. both cases dae to statistical dependence among the observations, as we ... 
" -- - . - , '. , - ~ - ; , -, - - . - - - , - ' -'-

demoOstratebeiow. 
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Tablel: The two. uses ()f the term "distribution" for age and probability. 

. . 

Single Observation Probability Distribution 

Stand Level . Stand Age .• Probability Distribution of Stand Age 
--'-

.. . .. . 
I 

LimdscapeLevel ForestAge Distribution Probability Distribution of ForestAge 
I·. . . 

Distribution 

. , . 
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3.2. Exponential1\1odel for Stand-Level Age Probability Distribution 

In this and the following section, we present the stand-level and landscapeclevel exponential 

models. We then emphasise their difference, and progressively relax some of their assumptions in . 
. .. 

· a series of new models. As we will.see, although. wesigl1ificantly extend the classical exponential 

models in FLAP-X, the fundamental insights from the classical exponential models endure. 

. . 

The basis of the exporientialage distributionmodel.is the single stand .. Our outline of its derivation 

·is based on Ross (1972). An exponentially distributed random variable, X, with parameter , p., has 

.. the probability density functiol1 given by . 

. .. 2· ....... . . . 
Then £[X) = lip. and V[X) = lip. . Exp9nentiallydistributed random variables are memoryless. If 

, , . ". 

we interptetX as the tirne between events, then.theptobability distribution of the time to the next 

event is independent of the time since the lasfevent. It can also be shown that if the time since. the . 

last event is ;,thenthe probability that the.next event will Occur during the following infinitesima.l· 

time increment dx is constant. In the forest fire (;a8e, this implies that the probability of burning is 

constant and independent of stand age. 

· As clarified by 10hnsonand Van Wagner (1985), the time between fIres, T, isa different random .. 

variable than the tiInesince the last fire, S. . Suppose weare concerned with the probability 

distribution of the age of a cell. that has an expected. time between fires of £[1] = 100 years (i.e., fJ. 

= 0.01). If we observe the age of the cellata random time, we are sampling from the distribution 

of S, the time since the last fire. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, 

· however, the distribution of S is also exponential with parameter p. •... 

As Johnson and VanWagner (1985) described further, the distribution of the time from the 

randomlyobserved time to the next fire, R,is also exponentially distributed with parameter p.. This .. . 

·l~ds tothe so~called"bus paradox" (Larson andOdoni 1981,p. 58-61). If the time since the last 

fire, S, and the time to the llextfire, R, are both exponentially distributed withparameterp.,then . 
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why is the. time between fIres, T, not distributed as the sum o[S and K? The resolution of the· 
. . 

. paradox lies in the way the observation is taken. . It is more likely that the .random observation 

samples a longer interarrival time. 

Forour present purpose, it is suffIcient to aCCl!ptthefollowing aspects of the exponentialmodel: 

- If the probability of burning is constant and indepeildentof stand age, then 

-the fIre interarrival times are exponentially distributed, ard 

- the age of the stand is exponentially distributed. 

Note that at th.e stand level, the exponential model refers to the probability distribution of the age of 

the stand sampled at some random time. 

Next, we outline the geometric distribution, which is the discrete. analqgueof· the continuous 

exponential distribution. We use it for convenience, particularly becallse we. often model 

disturbance events as occurring at some unspecifIed time within discrete years. A geometrically. 

distributed random variable, X,with parameter,p; has the probability mass function given by (e.g., 

Ross 1972) 

.. Pr{X~x}=(1 - ptc1 p ; x= 1,2,3,; .. 

Then E[X] = lip· andVJ:X] = (1 '- p)/l. A physical interpretation is as follows .. Suppose that 

during each year there is.a probability, p,that a fIre will renew a stand. Assume that the 
. . . 

probability ofrenewal is independent ~f previousfIres,i.e., constant over time. We defIne X as the 

number of years from . one fIre to the next,e.g" if astand is renewed in 1995, aildagain in 1996, 

then X = 1. Then the equation follows because the probability of having no fires forx- 1 years is 

(l - p)"- I, and the probability of havinga fIre in the last year isp.' 

(There is another defInition of the geometric distribution which can lead to confusion .. Y is defined 

as the number of years before the next fIre,e.g., if a stand is renewed in 1995 , and again in 1996, 

thenY = 0, i.e., Y = x- LThen 

Pr{Y = y} = (1 -pf p; y = 0,1,.2, ... 
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> > arid E[YF = (l-p)/palidV[1']~(l-p)Ij}. I3oJ:h versions are correc;t, the only differenc,;e being 

the way the randorpvariablesare defin~.) 

The geometric distribution jsagood approxim~tiontotheexponentialdistributionfor small p: 

Analogous tothe expone~halmod~l, we arejnterested in the following aspects of the geometric 

model: 

• > IftheprobabiIltyofburning eayhyellf is constanfand independent of stand age, then 

~ the fir~interarrivaltimes are geometricallydiStributed,> and »> 

• > >thpgeof the stand ~» sampled at some rando~point intilpe- > isgeotn~trically 
distributed. > 

Figfue 1 shows an> exponential' pr~babilitydensityfunctionMdgeometrlc probability mass»function > 

»»> ~~h ~ithparap1eterO;Ol. 
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Figure 1: Comparison of geometric (p = 0.01) and exponential (p. = 0.01) probability 
distributions. (Only every fifth bar of the geometric distribution is illustrated.) 
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3.3. ExponenJ;iaIModelforLandscape~Level Age Distribution: Cell-Based 

Models 

Here, we describe the extension of theexponenhal model from the single stand to the landscape . 

level. The strategy used or implied by Harrington and Donnelly (1978), Van Wagner (1978), Reed 

(1980), and Wilson (1983) was to assume that the landscape consisted of a collection of equal, 

independent single stands or c:ellsof unspeCified size, with ages discretized into one year classes. 

Stands were assumed to eitherburn entirely, or not at all in aparticularyear independentIyofeach 

· other, with the same probability of burning for all ages: 

As Harrington and. Donnelly (1978) and.Reed(1980) argued, in the long terrri.- when the influence 
. .' -

of the initial conditions has vanished -the probability distribution of the age of a single stand is 

geometric. In the long term, the expected numb~rof stands. in the entire laIidscape in each age 

could therefore be calculated: the expected age distribution would have the shape of the geometric 

· distribution. Thisexpectation would be based onindependent observations over time. 

· The actual age· distribution. at any time, however, would deviate from this: ... in the long term the 

probability distribution of the forest age distribution is· approximately multinomial (Reed ·1980). If· 
.' . . - _. - " - - . 

. the individual stands had a finite maximum age, the longcterm probability· distribution of the age of 

a single stand would be approximately geometric, and the long-term probability distribution of the 

forest. age distribution would beexactIymultinOiniallydistributed (Reed 1980).· Since each cell has .. 

anequal~robabi1ityofburning each year, the distribution of the number of cells bur:nedannually 

would be binomially distributed (Reed 1980, Wilson 1983). This. is a special case of the 

multinomial distribution where there are two kinds of cells: those burned and not burned this year. 

The significance of the multinomial distribution. for the probability distribution of the forest age 

distribution can be understOOd intuitively as follows. Consider a landscape of n independent cells, 

each with an annual probability of burning of 0.01. The expected age of each cell is 100 years. In 

an extreme example, if the landscape had only n = 10 cells, a sample age distribution wouldJikely .. 

have the 10 cells scattered widely over the wide range of possible ages. Even if the landscape had 

n = 100 cells, a sample age distribution .would stilT have I11any "gaps" iIi the age distribution. 
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Mo~tages would have zero to four cells. Asn increased, the gaps would tend to fill in,and the 

shape of the age . distribution would apprpachan exponential shape. Such exampJes can be 

. illustrated with FLAP"X .. 

Recall that at the stand level,the exponential model refers to the probability distribution of the stand 

age when observed at some random time. This might be thought of as a "temporal" exponential 

model. In contrast, at the landscape .leveI, the exponential model refers to the shape of the forest 

age distribution: This might be thought of as a "spatial" exponential model. But because the forest 

age distribution at one pointinrimeisnot a probability distribution, we say that the forest age 
. . 

.distribUtion has (or does not have) an. exponential or geometric shape. 
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3.4,· A Note on the Effect oHhe NUlllber ofCeUsinCeU-BasedModels 
. '; '. "-,:-' ""' .', -, -'.; .- . . ~ -, '- - ",-" ~.: - . .', ,'- ,: '. ,'- -', . - -. - -

Simard (1976), Van Wagner (1986),. Reed and ErriCo (1986) and JohllSon .and GutseIL(1994) 
. . 

argued that as the landscape size increases, the v~iance of theproportion burned shoulddeerease. 

i··. This would bedue to having more fires in the larger landscape, r(;1sultinginmoreaveragil1g of . 

random variations in fire size· - a consequence of .the law of large numbers. . For very large 

landscapes, Simard (1976) argued that the distribution. would approach a single point discrete. . • 
. . -'" '-, - '. -

distribution at theej(pected proportion burned . 

... .. Here, we.examinethes~conjectureS in the context ()f a llUldscap~ composed of Indep~ndent cells. 

·.This .analysis is an extension. of Boychuk (1993,ch. 4). Table 2 gives the expectation, variance, 

and coefficient of variation (CV)ofthe number of cells, ~ea, and proportipn burnedina\andscape· 

. composed of independ~nt eells. In p:JIt(a), the landscape size. is· fixed at F ha,and tl1ecelLsize . 

varies. In part(b),theeell sizds fixed at C ha,andthe landscape size varies. If thenumber of 

... cellsisn, and the probability that each burns inoneyearisp, then the expected numbetof cells· 

bumeci,E[N], is np,and the variance, V[N], is np(l-p)(e.g.;Ross 1972, p.48);The cvis 

[np(l .:. p)],h/(np). For the area burned,. A, we use thetransformationA. == N (Cell Size) •. For the 

..... proportionburned,P, we. use the transformation P= A/(LandscapeSize) .. 

.. Of all the ways of characterising the amountlJuriled, we· believe. that the expected proportion .. 

burlled, E[P], and the CV ofproportionburned,Cv(p], arethemo~tmt=ingful. CVisalso 

caIledreldtive variancea.nd Jhisiseffectively demonstratedbetause theCV.is the same whether the 

.. statisiicisthe number of cells, the area, orthe proportion burned; i.e., CV[N] = CV[A]= CV[Pf 

Also, the CV is the same for a given number of cells regardless of the. size of the cell or landscape .. 

The CV can be interpreredasfollows; Th~ exponentialdistributionhasaCV oIone.Fire· . 

.. disturbance distributions with CV greater than ol1e have a high probability of little fire disturbance, 

and low probability of very high fire disturbance. Distributions with a CV much less than one are 

more symmetrical, like a normal curve .. Figure 2 shows a famify of gamma distributions with the· 
. - . - . 

expected proportion burned and the all but the highest and loweSt CV's from Table, 2. .For 
" -,' '" -

landscapes with few cells, there.is ahigbprobal:)ility of having a low proportion burned, and vice 
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versa. As the number of cells increases, the probability distribution.function of the proportion 

burned. cOnvergeS to the mean. (We arbitrarily chose the gamma distribution for convenience as it 
- -. -', - - - '.' - . 

can represent j::0lltinuous distributions with the required CVs. We could have used the binomial 

distribution directly in a'sedes of anaIogous discrete graphs.) Figure 2 is a quantified version of 

Simard's (1976) conjecture .. 

The importance of the result in Table 2 is that - in models using cells .c. the. number of cells greatly 

affects the model's results. The number of cells in the landscape determines the imnualvariability 

of the proportion burned, and - as demonstrated with FLAP-X belo\V - this in turn affects the 

shape and stability of the forest age distribution overtime. This could either be an unintended· 

. problem, or can be used to advantage t~ better represent the fire disturbance distribution of the 

landscape being studied. The number of ceUs used in landscape models. should be .chosencarefully . 

to avoid unintended effects. We emphasise that the results of this section only pertain to models 

where the landscape is composed of independent cells. We relax Ibis independence assumption in 

following sections. 
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'Table 2: , Annual fire disturbance statistics for a: hypothetical landscape composed of 
independent cells. In both parts, each cell has an annual probability of burning of 0.01. In 
part (a), the landscape isof size Fhectares; and the, cell sizevaries .. In part (b), each cell is of 
size C hectares, and the Jandscapesize varies. 'In both cases, it is easiest to examine the 
expected proportion burned, E[P]; and the coefficient of variation,CV[ lCv[ 1 varies with 
the number of cells in the landscape, . not the size of the cell or landscape. 

, " 

(a) Landscap!! S.ize F (ha) (Cell Size Varies) , 

No. 'Cell, No. of Cells Area Burned, A , 
.of Size Bu~ned,N 

Cells (ha) E[N] V[N], E[A] . V[A] 

1 F 10.2 9.9x10-3 10·2p 9. 9x1 0"sp2 
10 10.1 P ,', 10.1 '9,9x10·2 10;2p 9.9x10-4 F2_ 

102 Hr2p 1 9;9x10,1 10.2 F. 
' , ,,', .0> 2, 

9:9x10 P 
103 10.3 F 10, 9.9 10.2 F 9.9x10-6 F2 
10' 10" F 102 9.9x10 10.2 F 9~9x10·TF2 

105 10.5 i= 103 9.9x102 10.2 F 9.9x10'" 1=2 
10B 10-6 F 10' 9.9x103 "., 10.2 F 9.9x10·9 F2 
107 10.7 F .105 9.9x10' 10.2 F 9.9x1O" OF2 

(b) Cell Size C(ha) (Landscape Size,Varies) 

Land~ 
, Area Burned, A No., of Cells N,o.". scape 

of Size" Burned,N -
Cells, '(hal E[N] V[N]' E[A] V[A] 

1 C 10.2 ' 9.9x10·3 . 10·2 e 9.9x10·3 d 
10 roc 10.1 9.9x10·2 10.1 e .. 9. 9x1 0.2 d ' 
102 102C 1 9.9i10" e 9.9x10"d 
10s 103 e ' 10 9.9 10e 9.9d 
.to" 10' e ,102 ,9.9x10 t02C '9:9x10d' 
105 105e 103 9:9x102 103 C 9.9x102,d 
10B 10Be 10' 9.9x10s " 10'e, 9.9x10sd 
107 107 e ' 105 9.9x10' 105.e 9.9x10' d 

" , Proportion 
Bu~ned. P . 

E[P] V[P] 

10,2 9.9x10~3 
10;2 9;9xtO" 
ro·Z ", ',' 5 

9.9x10' , 
10.2 9.9x10-6 
10.2 '9.9x1.0·7 

10.2 9.9x10'" 
10"2 9.9x10,s . 
10.2 9.9x10" O 

'. 

W()portion 
Bl.lrned,. P 

E[P] V[P]' 

.10.2 '-3 9.9x10 , 
to·2 9.9x10" 
10.2 9:9x10'" 
10.2 " 9.9x10-6 
10,2 9.9x10'7 
10.2 9:9x10'" , 
10'z 9.9x10,s 
10.2 9.9x10" O 

CV[N] 
CV[AJ 
CV[P] 

9.95 
3.15 
9.95 X 10.1 

3,15 xtO" 
9.95x 10.2 

3.15 X 10.2 

9:95 x 10.3 

3,15x 10.3 

CV[N] 
CV[AI 
CV[P] 

9.95 
3.15 
9.95x 10.1 

3,15x10" 
9.95 X 10.2 

3.15 X 10,2 
9.95 x 10-3 
3.15 X 10's 
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Figure 2: ,Illustration ofa farnily garnrnaprobability density functions,' each with an 
expectation of 0.01, and adifferent coefficient of variation from Table 2. 
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·3.5, Proof of Exponential StandAge without Independent Cells:FlRECO 

The occurrence of largefiresleads ~s to explore landscapecievel.mode!s· in WhICh fires do not Durn· 

independently in individual r:;ells. Due to fire. growth, the burning of adjacent . cells is nnt .. 

independent. Irtthis secti~nwe.show that, under certainconditions, frre growth d~s not refute the 

. (ternporal). exponential age m(j(jel for ~. singlepoinL . We describe a simulati()n model called 
'. . . 

· FIRECO,()utline the comptitatiOlllll result, and give an analytical proof that the age of any point in 

.. afl~mm~blelandscap~ isexpohentiallydistributed(overtime) ~ under the given~stimptions .. 

FIRECO has a square landscape Subjectto random fires. A series ,of circ~lar frresis generated by a 

· stationary spatial Poisson process, each randomly locitedinthe landscape using a uniform 

probability distribution, and ea~hwith.a size randomly generated from an exponential distribution .. 
, ". . .'." 

l'hesimulation model records the times that an~bitraiy point in thelaridsca:p~ burns .. Statistical 

· analysis of the eomputati()rntlresultsshnwedthat the time between frres is e~ponentially distributed .. 

. ' This ~esult .is not intUitive, becatisethe burning ,of the 'point .is aa:p~plished bya· cOl1lplex spatial ,', 

process ,un! ike' in the cell-based models that have independentcells, 

IntUitive insight into the result can be"obtained from an analytica\proof. The sysrem can be 

modelled as a fIltered Poisson prO<;tiss as follows. Our assumptions are: 

.1. ,. TheJandsr:;apeis very large relative. tothesizeoHrres so that yve can igno~e edge effectS, and 

ass~methattheentireburnedareaofevery frrethatstarts, in the landsr:;ape falls entirely within 

. the landscape. 

2: FiresocclIT aa:prdingroaPoissonfrrearrivalprocessat a constant rate oLA frres pet year: 
. "- . ,,' - .' .-".'.-

3., The probability distribution function offrre size is Ua) with aIIiean of p hectares. The 

distribution and its mean are independentof the vegetation at and near the point where the fire 

OCClITs: (Whil~discreteyears are nota featureinthis proof, we note thatfrres can burn over 

recently burned area even within one year. Thus, the sUnlofthearea burned by all thetrres 
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. that occur duiin~ a year may he greater than the total area .. '~burried" during. the year .. :.: or more 

correctly, reset to.agezerQ during that year.) 

When a fIre occurs in the landscape,~e observe whether or not ithurns .an arbitrary point ill the 
. . . 

landscape. Let theeventthatthefrre burns the arbitrary point beB,and the event that it does not 

burn the arbitrary point beN. The sample space for·the·observation istherefore {B, N}. 

Further; let 

Pr{B} be the probability that thefrre burns the arbitrary point 
. .' .' ',' . 

A be a randomvariablerepresenting the burned area of the fIre, arid 

. s be the la.ndscape size. 

TofIndPi{B}, we fIrst c()ndition upon thefrre size, A, i.e., Pr{B I A} . . Because frres are randomly 

located in the landscape, the probability .thatthe frre burns the arbitrary point is fr{B·1 A = a} =a 

/ s. 

. . 
Removing the conditioning upon A, we have 

~ . 

Pr{B}= fPr{BIA=a}fAa)da 
a==--oo 

~ 

f
a. . 

= . sJA(a)da 
a"':-«l 

l~ .. 
=- fa fA(a)da 
s· . a=-oo 

E[A] 
= 

s 
. fJ 

. .. Pr{B} = ---.: 
s 

Because fIres arrive ina Poisson process, and the probability that each fIre burnS. the arbitrary point 

is constant, the burning of that pointis a Poisson process. In particular, theburriing of that point is 

a fIltered foisson process with random selection, where the probability that a fIre burns the point is 
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III s . Thei'oisson fire arrival rate for the arbitrary pointis therefore Xp Is. ' Finally,' the 

'Probabilitydistributionofthefi~e interarrival~imeistherefore'exponential with~mean ofs/( k II). ,,' 

The significartceofthis result is' that fire interarrival times" and hence, the probability distribution, 

, ofth~ vegetation age of an arbitrary point in ,the landscape is therefore exponential (overtime), 

even with acbmplex spatialfir~ growthprocesS:Thi~exponentialresulthas onlybeenpreviously 

developed [or points or cell-based'models with nofiregrQwth. Werelaxed oneass~mptionbfthe 
'classicallandsCap~:levei exponentiaj mcid~l: , ',the assumption of bWniIlg' cells. independently, ',~d ' 

showed that tl1e(tempp~al)exponentialmod~ri~ still applicable under the other given aSsumptions. ' 

Weel)1phasise tha.tthisres~ltisfor a single point in the landscape. This model does not addresS the 

forest age distribution: ite){anlines apbint in sp\lceovertimeratherthan thelaridscape. at a point in 

,time.'TheresultheresIiouldnotbeused toinfer that the,forest age distribution hasan, exponential 

• shape. Weextend~e scop~ ,of our analysis!o' the ',landscape .level'" In. our ' theoretical'mbdels 

implemented inFLAPc X, aridsho~ thattheforestage distributiotr iIld~ed does not, in gelleral, ,,' 

have the ~xponential shapeata point in time, 
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3.6. A Note on the Distinction between Stand-Level and Landscape~Level .. 

Algebra· 

In this section we compare and c()ntrast the algebra that describes stand-level and landscape-level 

probabilities of disturbance. In astand-level.model, if the probability .that the stand is burned in 
. '. . '. 

anyone Yt:ar is p,independentlyof whether it burns in anyother year, then the probability that the 

stand is burned at least once in an L year period is 

f(L) = l-(l-p) L 

.. derived as follows. Thequantity 1 ~ P is the prbbabilitythat the stand does not burn in the fIrst 

year, and(1 -p)(l-p) is the probability that it does not burn in either the fIrst or second years, 

and so forth for L years. Note thatj(2) = 2p -i. This is.the sum of the probabilities that the 

stand burns in theflIst or second years; minus the probability that it burns in both years, to avoid 

double counting. Similarly,j(3) = 3p - 3/+ l: This is the sum of the probabilities that the . 
. . . 

.. stand burns in the fIrst, second, or .third years; lIIinus the probabilities that it burns in (a) the fIrst 

and second years, (b) the second and third years, and (c) the flISt and third years; plus the 

probability that it burns in all three years (see, e.g., Ross 1972, p. 6). Regardless ofL,theentire 

stand is either burned or spared in any given year. 

In the landscape-level case, only part of the landscapeburns inanygivenyear: The algebra shown 

for this case is based on Reedand Errico (1986) and Gassmann (l989); see Boychuk (1993) for 
- , '. - , 

further diSCUSsion. Suppose in a landscape, the expected proportibnburned in a year is P. Then 

the expected proportion burned in L years is 

g(L) =1- (1~ p)L 

. derived as follows. The quantity 1 - P is the expected proportion not burned in the. fIrst year, and 

(1 - P)(l - P) is the expected proportion not burned in either the flISt or second years, and so forth 
. . 

forL years. Note that g(2) = 2P- r.This is thesum of the expected proportion burned in the 

[lISt and second years; minus the expected proportion burned in both years. due to overlap. 
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.. ..• Similarly, g(3)-. 3P--3r+p, . This is th¢s~:Ofthe.expectedProPortionsbUrned in the fITst, 

second, and third years;niinus th~expectedproportion.burned,dlietoo~erlap'inboth· (~) the. ·flrst· 

.... and second years, (b) these<:ond.a.ndthirdyears, arid (c) the frrstandthirdyears; pilisthe.expected. 
. . - ",' _.' " . -', ',."" " ,", ,,' '. , 

proportion burned in all three years. 

< While the two. cases are superflciallysimilarin terms of the algebra, they are disti~ctlydifferent· 
models.· They are based in different spatial. settings, . and their. parameters; P andP,have very 

.. differen{meanings, i;e.,p;obability. that. a point burns in a .. ye;p- ys; .the proportionofalands~ape . 
. that-hurnsin a year .• Care must be taken to avoid theinaPljropriate apphcationofstand"level results 

atthelandscapeJevel, alldvice versa. . .. 
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4 ... TheoreticalModels ofUisturbanceand Age Distribution 
. - . < __ . - c _ ,_._ - -. " : " ' 

·4.1. . Introducti~nand DescriptionofDisturbancePatter~s . 

The Illotivation Jorourtheoretical mo~els is the following chamc;teristicsof fire disturbance 

patterns. First;individuaIfITe sgesare highly variable, lind the largest fITes can be significantin 

.. relation to the size oflandscapeare~ofconcern. Second, there is a very large year-to-year ... 

variability of the proportidn burned .. It (;IDj. be observed . that stands in the landscape doridt burn 

independently.o{eachoth~rfor .the fdllowing reasons: 

• ·theburningof adjacent stand: is statistically dependant due ··tti significant weather ~driven .. 

.. growth ofindividual fITes, and 

• aggregate fITe disturbances vary significantly from y~aHo-year,\\'ith .. c.onsiderable 

... correlation of high and Jo\Vdistlltbancesover l:)rgeareas, again duetoweailier. .. 

FLAP:X is .based. On the cell models by van~agner (1978,1983, 1986) ,Wilson (1983), and·· 

... Antonovskiet al. (1992). We can specify wide ranges of various parameters,hamelythe: . 

• . number of tells In the hmdscape ..... 

.• . expected fire size .. 

• yariabiiityof fITesize 

• expected annual pmportionoftbe landseapeburned, and 

• variabilit), of expt'Cted annilal.prQPortionof the landscape burned(m· fire· ignitions) over . 

time. 

We have particularly . tried· to evaluate the effect of two kinds of dependencies of burning among 

cells or disturbance patterns: butning adjacenfcells due to fITe gmw~, and the correlatiOnof high . 

aI1dlow disturbances over large ai:eas duetci weather:·· We organised the many possible alternatives .. 

into· four spatial and temporal distUrb~cepatteins which .. are li~ted in Table. 3 and . illustrated in· 

. Figure 3. 
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TabIe3:· The four spatial and temperaldisturbance patterns used in FLAP-X . 

Burning 
Adjacent . 
.. Cells 

Fires All 
One Cell 

Fires 
Grow··· 

. Temporal Variability·· 

Years· 
Same 

Disturbance· 
Pattern 1: 

YS;.F1 

Disturbance 
Pattern 2: 

YS-FG 

Years 
Different 

Disturbance . 
Pattern 3: 

YD-F1 

. Disturbance 
. Pattern4: • 

YD-FG 



. . 
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. . - . -

Tem poral Variability 

,., .' 

. Years 
"'Same 

• • • 

. ··.Years 
• Different 

' . .... · ... Flres~lt·.· 
·.B .. .. u .. ·<rning'··' •... . O.ne. Ce.·.·ll .. '.' • ..;" . 

lI'II',m" '-:'Ii! II,. II 

. Adjaceflt 1-'--. ---:. --"""""". -. ~--~~~~.~. .~ .• ~~ • ...!d ••. 

• • • • 
• • • • 

. 'cens' "Fires 
Grow··.··· 

o· ®. 

.' Figure 3:· Illustration offrresfor th~fo{u- spatial and temporal distllrbance patterns used jnFLAP~ 
~. .' .. .. 

. ,. 

,- - -, 
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Disturbance Pattern!: Years Same - Fires One Cell: Fires burn only one cell each, and each 

. year has the sameexpectedproportionburned ... 
. . --'," 

Disturbance Pattern 2: Years Same-Fires Grow: Fires grow to adjacent cells, and each year 

has the same expected. proportion burned . 

. Disturbance. Pattern 3: Years Different - Fires One Cell: Fires burn only one cell each, and 

some years have a higher expeCted proportion burned than other years. . In the years with 
- - '. 

the higher expected proportion burned, all cells have a higher probability of burning due to . 

aJarger expected number of fires in the landscape. 

Disturbance Pattern 4: Years Different- Fires. Grow: Fires grow to adjacent cells, and some 

years have a higher expected proportion burned than other years .. 

We can speeifythe expected annual proportion burned for all four disturbance Patterns in advance. 

This way, we can cOlllpare fue effect of the disturbance pattern on an equal basis . 

.. Disturbance Pattern Lrepresents theelassical stand-level (for one cell) or landscapeclevel (for more 

than one cell)exponential models, whileDi~turbance Pattern 4isthe most realistic case that FLApe 

. X can represent Disturbance Patterns 2 and 3 areintenilediate cases that are intended only to 

illustrate separately the effects of fire growth and different years: 
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· 4.2. Description of FLAP-X 

..•... All four.disturbancepatternsfor our theOretical models we impletnentedtogetherin. FLAP-X. The· 
",_ "_ _, ' '_ " _ _ _ c '_ ., _. 

· speCific disturbance pattern invoked. depends upon the input parameters for that run. The 

parametersand.components of FLAP~X are as follows: 
.. - :' :'. - -' - . - . . " 

Cell lUldLandscapeSize: . The landscape is squar~ and is composed ofNsquare cells, where 

N= P,l = 1,2,3, ... ,999: The upper limitoUis440inthqraphicalversion and 999 in 

the noncgraphic:al version of FLAp-x, <giving maximum landscape sizes of 193600 and 

998001 cells, respectively. The size unit of cells is not specified; as itG.an. represent any 

· desired size. The cell size is intentionally not specified because the actual size does not affect 

the results,ohly .therelative size ofthecells (or fires) and the landscape. Cells may be 

thoughtofasbeingaboutone to.lO ha()rmore . 

. . Cell Display Size and COlour: Cells can be displayed in a range of sizes from· 1 xlpixelt() 

· . the largest size.that allows th~land~capedisplayto fitthe screen. .The displayed cell size. does 

not affect the results. The cell colour indicates the cell age class.' 

. .. 

Initial Conc:Jitiort:' For the' initial conditi()n,cellagesare randoll1ly generated from the 

geometric ~istribution corresponding to. the. overall expected proportion burned (see below) . 

. ". For. example, for an overall expected percenlllgeburned. value of 1%, the mean s~ndage. is . 
'. ',- -- -' -- . - .-, -', -" - - - - ,- -,- - :. ' 

... 1OQ.years . 

. Simulation Run Lengths: The . simulation. duration' is .thetotil of the transient.and mam 

simulation run lengths. • To reduce the effect of the. initial c()nditions, the simulation first runs . '0 

· over several years, s, S = 1, 2,3" .. , Sin thetransientphase.· Thos~ results are discarded 

~xcept for illustrative purposes, i.e., the expected age distributiongraphis re~initializea at the. 

' .• beginning ofthemainsill1ulation lUn .. The main simulatio~~~ns overseveralyears,t; t = 1, 

2,3, ... ,T • 

.Number of Replications: For some statistical analyses, the simulations must be rep1icated. 

· Each simu1.ation over Tyearsis ol1ereplicaiion, r, r = 1, 2,3, .. ;, R. 
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Overall Expected Annual Percentage ·Burned: This can range from 0,1 % to 29.99%. 

Typical valuesard.5% without firesuppression,and 0.02% withfiie suppression. 

. - ." 

Expected Annual Percentage Burned in the Three Highest DistUrbance Years out of 10: 

Due to weather, years can vary in the, expected percentage burned. ,.This is 'represented in 

FLAP-X by having two types of years: low and high disturbance years. This approximates 

the random severity bya two-point discrete distribution .• '. Low disturbance years are arbitrarily 

defined as the seven out of 1 Q years with the least. disturbance. High disturbance years are the 

three out of 10 years with the greatest disturbance, If all years have the same expected 

percentage burned,' then this value is the same as the overall expected. percentage burned 

above: 

FLAP-X represents thisinterl1.ally as follows. The overall expected ann)lalproportion burned 

, in the landscape is Po., The' two' types of disturbance years, low and high, occur with, 

probability 0.7 'and b.3,·,[espectively. The type of each 'year ,is independent of the tyPes of ' 

. previous years. The expected annual proportion burned in low and disturbance high years is 

hand PH, respectively. 

Po=0.7PL + 0.3 PH 

, The value of Po is specified first from the range 0.001 =0; Po' =0; 0.2999, then PH is selected 

from'therangepo=O; PH =0; Po /0.3, At the lower bound (PH= Po), all yearsareidenticalin ' 

terms~ftheexpected proportion burned. At· the upper bound (PH=PO I 0.3), PL = 0, Le., 

theteare nofiresinIow disturbance years. 

, " Fire Size Distribution,and Expected Fire Size: Fire sizes are either a constant or random 

number of cells. If constant, fire size, F, is in the range 1 =0; F =0; N cells. Ifa random 

variable, fire size is geometrically distributed with mean E[F]in the range 1 =0; E[F] =0; N. 

Due to. the properties of the geometric distribution, if E[F] = 1 ,then all fires are 1 cell in 

size. 
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Fire Shape, Rate of Spread, and Fire Direction: TheJire growth model is based onXuand 

Lanthrop (1994). Fire shape is primariiyelIiptical with asm<ill· randQm comppnent for 

variety . To reduce edge effects, fires. that burn off the end ofthl'l landscape continue burning' 

at the opposite edge .. Forthe fire growth model, weu~earbitrary units ·of length, time and 

speed: The length unit is "cell length, "and the time unit is unspecified, sot~e speed unit is 
.. . 

cell lengths. per llnit time: The. actual speed and duration of each fire. are not relevant in . this . 

model. 

. . 

The Rate of Spread (ROS) has two components: l)a,se ROS.and MaximumRO.s. 

Base ROS = 5 (cell lengths/unit time) 

Maximum ROS = 3 {BaS¢ ROS) + Extra ROS 

where ExtraROS is a geometrically distributed random· variable with .a mean of6 . (cell 

lengths/unit time). 

The Maximum ROS occurs in the Fire Direction which is a normally distributi:!d nlndolTI 

variable,0MAX., with a mean bearingofl 00°. alld a standard deviation of 30°. The ROS in 

. any direction0isgiven by: 
, '" . , - - - . 

ROS(0) = BaseROS I {I -(1 - BaseROS / MaximumROS)cos(0 -0MAX» . 

frorriXu and Lanthrop (1994) .. 
-' -. '. ',:' -. ,,' . " , ,- - - . -' -, . . 

If a fire spreads past the cell of ignition,surroundingci:!llsburnin order of earliest to latest·· 

burning time, The burning time of cell (iJ) is: 
- , . .' ". 

B~riling Time (iJ) = Distance (i JJ ! ROS(0) + RandqmFactor 

.. whereDistance(/JJ is the straight line distance from the center of the ignition cell to the 
. .. . . 

centre of cell (iJ), and Random Factor is a uniformly distributed.random variable on the 

. iUterval (0, 0.25] time units. 
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Fire Occurrence: The. number of fires in a year is a Poisson distributed random variable . . ' " . 

whose mean depends on the expected proportion burned that year, the expected fire size, and 

· the la~dscape size .. It is derived as follows: 

· Then; 

ExpectedProportion Burned 

= Expected Burned Area (cells) I Landscape Area (cells) 

. = (Expected Number of Fires (fires» (Expected Fire Size (cells I fire» 

/ Landscape Size (cells) 

ExpectedNumber of Fires (fires) 

= (Expected Proportion Burned) (Landscape Size (cells» 

I Expected Fire Size (cells I fire) 

· In symbolic notation, 

PL == I-'L E[F] IN 

. I-'L = PL N/ E[F] 

wherel-'L is the expected number of fires in low distUrbance years. Similar equations are used . 

for. the expected number of fires in high disturbance years. 

CeUAges:EaGh .cell is characterized by the time since the last fire. That is, each cell has an 

age, a, a = 1, 2, 3
1 
••• , 32760 .which is the mimberof years since thelast fire. (The upper 

limit is .due to computer storage.limitations.)· Cell ages are defined as follows. Cell age is . 

recorded in "spring" before any fires occur that year; Fires occur during the "summer." Just 

after a fire, the cell age is zero. All burned and unburned cells age one year "over the winter" 

so that the minimum recorded cell age is one. 

Age Distribution: During the "spring" of each simulated year, t, at any replication, r, the· 

.landscape has an age distribution vector, 
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·whereda(t,r),a = 1,2,3, ... ,A -1 is the proportion of the landscapethatis ag~ a. Tharis, 

.. d;,Ct,r) = (Number of Cells orage. a)J N .. 
~, . - " -: ,-.- - --' -" ' . - . .' - - --, . . -' . . , ,. .' . 

.. . Thevalue ofdA(t,r) is different in that it is· a "collecting" age: 

Acl 

dA(t,r)=l- Lda(t,r).· 
ad 

... The Value of A is chosen so that less than 0.5% of the theoretical expected agedistribution(see 

below) lies in age Aor above; 
" .:' -. -, -'. -' ,- . - . ' " - , 

Theor~ticalAge Distribution: ThetheQreticalage . distribution· useg is the geometric analogue 

of the exponential distribution.. H(Po) = [hl(PO);~(Po);h3(PO)':'" hipo)] is the expected 

proportionOfthelandscqp~ in each agell, a= 1, 2, 3;: .. , A~ lwhen the ovenillexpected 

· proportiol1 burned ispo' As for dA(t,r), hA(po) is. the collectingage. 

Age CIassWidtli: Theage distriblltionean be grollped intbage classes of width o~e to 40 

· years. When the age class width isgrea.ter. than one: 

.• the value of A is increasedto createacollecting age class that is equal inWidtl1· to .. 

. the other age classes while satisfying the 05% triterionahove,and 

•... the proportionsda(t,r) are averaged within each age class. for both thecurrenf alld 
-, " '''.,,' - ,- . 

. theoretical age distributions, .... 

Note that groupingagesgreatly·affectsthe a~parent variability of the forest age. distribution .•. 

· The following averageslUldsi~i1arity measures are computed identically regardless of the age 

cla~s;idth; 

. Similarity In.dex: A similarity index from Bake,r (1989b) was used to indicate. thedegree to 

\Vhich any aie distribution haS an e~onentialshape: 

. " A '. _ 

SIM{D(t,r)} = 100%'( 1,- 0.5L: Ida(t,r) -hA(po)/ ) 
a=1 
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where Ix I denotes the absolute value. of x: SIM ranges fromOto 100%. The maximum error 

due to the collecting age class is a 0.5% overstatement of SIM. 

Average Age Distributions: The average age distribution vector is calculated two ways: . 

• Overtime within one replication (longitudinal) 

. 1 T . 

AVAD(t,l)] = ~ "LD(t,l) 
. T ,,1 

• Across replications (cross sectional) 

. 1 R ..•.. 

AVR[D(T,r)] = ~."LD(T,r) 
. R ,,1 

It isimportimt to note that the longitudinal average consists of dependent observations while 

the cross sectional average doesnoL The longitudinal avt;rage represents what is experienced 

· over time in one landscape. 

Average Similarity IIldices: The average similarity index is also calculated two ways: 

• Overtime within onereplication(iongitudinal) 

. . .... .' 1 T • 

AV7fSIM{D(t,l)}] = ~ "LS1M{D(t;1)} . 
. . ' '.. .T.',1 . 

• Across replications (cross sectional) 

1 R .. ' • 

AVR[SIM{D(T,r)}] = ~"L SIM{D(T,r)} 
'. .' . . R ,,1 

As .for the. average age distributions, the longitudinal average consists of' dependent 

observations while the cross sectional average does not. The longitudinal average represents 

what is experienced over time in one landscape. 

· Relationship between Similarity.Of Average and Average Similarity: Figure 4 clarifies the 

.. relationship between the similarity of average age distribution, and the average similarity of 

· age distribution: 



Age pistribution(AD) 
D(tjr) .. 
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Similarity of A 
);. SIM{D(t,r)} . 

Similarity of .. 
Longitudinal . L9ngitudinal 
Average AD . Average AD 
AVi£D(t,l)]~~~~)· SIM{AVi£D(t,l)]} 

Similarity of 
Cross .Sectional· Cross .Sectional 

. Averag$AD Average A[)· .. 
.. AVRID(T;r)] -,--. --,-:...-~) SIM{AVR[D(T,r)]} 

. . Longitudinal Average 
Simill3rityof AD ... 

AVi£SIM{D(t,r)}] . 

. . 

Cross Sectiona.1 Averl3ge 
. Similarity of AD 

A tR[SIM{D(t;r)}] 

, . '. ..' . - - . -, -, ' . -, . 

Fig~e 4: . Illustration of the. relationshipbetweenthesimilarity of average age distribution, . .. 
arid the aveFagesimitarity .of age distribution. {AD denotes age distribution.) . 
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4.3. A Note on Burning the Entire LlUldscape 
. '-. . 

It is important to note that certain input parameter settings wililead to inaccurate results. In· 

particular, if there is an attempt to bum more than the entire landscape area in anyone year, 

then .the burned area results will be understated, biasing the age distribution statistics. FLAP

X cannot burn more than the entire landscape area in. any one year, so any attempt to burn . 
. . 

more is ignored. Parameter settings where this can happen are those where: 

• the expected fire size is large compared to the landscape size 
. .. 

• the expe<;ted annual proportion burned is large, and/or 

• • the landscape size is small. 

The error in the average agedass distribution in.duced by this. limitation is very· small and can 

be seen by running FLAP-X for long simu.\ations with settings that attempt to burn more than 

the entire landscape during .some years. 

The small landscape size factor is due to theway that fires are generated in FLAP-X. The 

classical.· exponential model assumes that . each· cell has the same probability. of burningeacli 

year. The number of cells burned per yearistherdore binomially distributed. For a moderate 

to large number of celis, and a small probability of burning, the number of ceHsburnedper 

. year is approximately Poisson distributed (e.g., Gibra 1973, p. 172). FLAP-X generates the 
. . - - . , 

Poisson distribllted. total number of fires that will occur each year, and then randolllly locates 

the fires. It does. not determine independently f(lI' each cell whether or not that cell burns. 

This is both computationally more efficient, and necessary to correctly model the cases in 

which fires grow. 
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4.4.i\.N()te onChangingtheFite Size vs.NumberofFiies. 

There is it subtle but important assumption inFLAP"X withrespecUothe difference between 
. . - '. . 

low and high fire disturbance yeats. In reality, low disturbance years have both fewer and 

smaller fires thanhighdisturbam;e years. In FLAPcX .however, the ~urnber offiresisreduced . 

while' the expected fire size remains the same. '.' The need for thIS simplification derivesfrol11' 

· the neecitohave FLAP.-X represeptthe four different DisturbancePatternseonsistently for the' 

full range of values for all ihput parameters. 

· Recall thai we specify the overall expected annu.al proportion burned, and. the fixed or 

· expeCfedrandomfiie size: FLAPcX then ca!cUIates the. expected number of fires·thatwill 

result in the specified expected ·annual p;oportionburn~d.For any case where years are 

· differentllrid all fires are. one cell(Dist~rbancePattern 3), we cannot reduce fire size. except to 

zero .. Which is equivalent ". t()reducing" the number'. of fires .. '. Foi.anycase where years' ar~ 
.' different and all firesarefixed at, say , two cells (DislIlrbanc~Pattem 4) ,wecouldonly reduce 

, - - -. - - ,. . - - . ,-. -,' " , 

fires t()zero or one celL Thisstillprovidesto~littlefle*ibilityin reducingJiredisturbimce by 

· reducin~fire size, so we would stinneedt()~djustthe number·offires in. most cases to 

generate precisely therequiredexpectedannualproportion burned. '.' 

FLAP-X could .bechangedsp. that Where. years are differentahd fires grpw(Dislurbance' 

'PlIttern4), .usersWolJid specify the . fixed o;expecte<ifire;izeand the expected p~opottion .. 

. bu~ned i~the worst three of 10 years and the mildest~even<if 10 years separately;' We 

belieVe, how~yer,.that this would uIinecessarily COlIlplicate our analyses by presenting another 

degree Qffreedom in the choice of input parameters for one Disturbance Pattern.! Weprefer 
. . .. 

tol~avethisenh~ncement to more realistic landscape models in which we will not need to . -. '-. ,-,.'- .. 

representthe cases Where all fires are one .. celI(DisturbancePatterns 1 and): 

1 _ ' _ _ ' _ - . - -, -, - -' i . . _ '. _ _ ~. -, , 

ltwouldalso unnecessarily complicate the use ofFLAP-Xto represent the impacloffire suppressioIl, described 
inBoychukaud Perera (1995).' . 
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4.5. OutHneof the SimulationAlgorithm 

The simulation model operates as follows: 

.• Generate. the initial. landscape 
(i.e:," initialize the age of each cell) 

• For each simulated year: 

• Generate the type of year . 
(i.e" high or lowdisturbance) 

• . Generate the. Poisson distributed random number of fires that year 

• Genenlte.a random fire direction for ·fires that year· 

• For each. fire that year: 

•. Gerierate a random fire location 

• Generate a random fire size (unless fire size.is <;onstant) 

• GenerateJhefii-e shape parameter 
(i. e., the Extra ROS) . 
'-, ' .' 

• Grow the fire to the required Size 

.• At the end of each simuI;ited year, age the landscape on~ year, • and. update the 
displayed cell colours and age distribution graphs. 
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5. 'CpmputatlonalResults 

'It is instructive to run FLAP-X with a large variety of settings to see the spati;l pattern in the 

landscape and the age distribution graphs changing over time, Here, we present our principal 

results: " 

The, length of the transient phase for OUF computational results was calcuiated as follows. 

Recalithat the collecting age, A, is, chosen so that it contains less than 0.5% of the theoretical . - . , '. -

landscape area.. By default, the length of the transient phase is settoA years. At the end of 

. , . the transient phase, each cell in the entire landscape will' have either aged into .the.collecting 
. - - '. 

age, or., been burtled at least once. Thus, the state ofthe landscape at the start of the main 

simulation is independel)t '. of the initial condition or . state; This default transient phase r~n . 

length wasilsed foraU ofthe computational results. Note also,. that in all of the results inthis. 

section,theage class width is one year. . 

Figure 5 shows the ,effect of the expected proportion burned on the forest age distribution .. 

T~o sample age distributions (D(T, I)} are shown. In both cases, the landscape size iS160 000 

cells, all years are. the same, and all fires are fixed atone cell (i.e., Disturbancefattern 1: 

YS-Fl). In onecasetheexpected percentage burned is 2.5% ~nd in the othercase it is 1.5 %. 

The agedistrilJlition graphs are not smooth due to randomness,b.ut they bothsloselymatchthe, 

theoretical exponeIJtial.disttibutions. with their corr~sponding means .. 
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- . .' . , . .' 

.' " \. '" .' -' -' " ' 

FigureS: Sample age. distribUtions showing the effect of the expected,annualpercentage . 
burned. A higher value leads to more area in the younger ages andless area in the older ages .. 
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" , Figure6~howstheeffect of the nUlnberofceIls inthe IandscilpeOI1 the foresulgedistribution. ' 

, 1:hreesal1lple agedistribu~ions (D(T,J) ) are. shown. ' In all three caSes D.isturbance Pattern I' is 

o used (YS-Fl) ..yith an expected p~oportion burned oiL5 %. The results are given for' " 

landscape sizes of 400,,10 000, and f60000ceIls,alqng with, the corresponding smooth 

theoreticalagedistrib~tion(H(Po»curve. For relativelysinaIllandsc;ipes,the age distribution 

varies widely around the exponential shape due to the small sample size. 
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Sample agedistribtitions showing the effectof the landscape size. 
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Figure 7 shows the effect of the. four disturbance patterns on the forest age distribution' . 

(O(]',l». In allf()ur cases,' the landscape size is.40000 cells and theovemllexpected 

proportion burned is 1.5%. For the cases in which fires grow (FG), the expected fire size is 

200 cells, or 0.5.% of the .\ands~ape area. For the cases in which years are different (YD),.the 

~xpectedPropo~tionburnedin the 3 of lOworst years is4 % . Even for this relatively large 

. landscape, where yelU"s are different (YD),. the age distribution is highly variable. Figu~e 7 is 
, . _. ' - - " . , 

.akeyiUustration of the effects of relaxing. the clas&ical exporiential model's assumptionsbf .. 

. independent cell b~rning,~ndc~hstantannualprolJahilityofhurning .. F~r· all but the classical 

.~odel (YS-FG),fire growth, .annual vari~bility, or both cause the annual proportion burned to . 

vary. widely. The forest age distribution shows the history of previous' variations .• 
. . -. '. ~ . ", . . - , .' . -. ' , - -" ' - . -~ " ,,' - -, . - . 

, D~e to the probability of re-burning, . older ages are generally less prevalentthan younger ageS. 

This. is entirely consistent with thefundamenml·· insight gained from VanWagner's (l978) 

. originalexp6nential modeL Indeed, it isslgnifiCantthattheage. distributionaveraiediJ~er 

iime(AV~D(t,l)]riS precisel),exponentialfor all for disturbance patterns. This implies that .. , .. 
- I " , .,' . 

the rep licationcaVerage a.gedi~tribution (AVR[D(T,r)]) '.' is also exponential. . ' F{);thetiInec 

·avemge ~ge distribution, consecutive observations¥e dependent, whe]"eas for the replicatipn

. 'averageage distribution, they are iridependent. In both Gases, however , the observations cOme . 

from the same distribution," For fhneplication-averageage distributi~n, theobservatidns can 
, . . 

be thought of as being 'taken far enough apart in time robe independent. . - , ,- ' . .. . 
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. Figure 1: FOiIrsample age distributions. showing the effect of the disturbance pattern: Each. 
plot shows the percentage of landscape area vs.age. 
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• ··One of theprincipalquestions in our analysis is whether the forest~ge <iistributionapproaches ' 

· . the exponentialshapefo[ "sufficiently large" landscapes. Forthiswe us.edSIM, the similarity 

. index·defined above, to measure the degree to which any giveIiage distrib\ltion matches the 

correspondingtheoreticaJage distribution. SIM ranges from 0% to 100%. ThesampJeage 

distributions in Figure 7 have the following SIM (specifically" SIM{D(T,l)}) values: 

YS-FlSIM = 96% , , , , ,.' -" -. YO-Fl. STM = 50% . ' " --

YS~FG, SIM =64%' YD-FG SIM =48% . , 
. -" .' " '. .' .. ' - ," -

Figure· Sshows, the replicationcave~age simil~ity' index (AVR[ SIM{D(;,r)}]) vs. landscape size . 

for the. four disturbance patter~s. '. R '" 6 for landscapes up to.artd indl!ding' 62 500 cells, and' 

R =5 for larger landscapes. For DIsturbance Patterns 1 a,nd2 (YS-Fl; YScFO),SIM 

approaches 100% for sufficiently large landscapes. Forbisturba,nce Pattern 2 (YS-PG), . 

. . however , the landscape needs to b~r~ughly 15 titl1es larger !hanforDismrbance Pattern 1 

(YS~F1)to get the. sameSiM,because its average fire sizeis 15cells .. For th~ cases in which 

· yearsaredifferent (YO), SIM never approaches 100% because the disturbances ate correlated 

. thro~ghout the langscape. . The age distribution always val'iesaround . tbe theoretical·· 

. exponential shap~. Forthese cases, SIMis asymptotic to a level of about 50%. Thus, under' 

theassuinptionsof the classical exponential. model (Disturbance .' Pattern J),the . forestag~ 

distribution approaches the exponentia!shape for sufficiently large landscapes. For. thel1l0st 

;ealistic case represented inFLAP-~{Oisturbanc~ Paitern4), theforest age distributi<!rid6es 

notapproach the exponential shape eve~ for arbitrarily iargelandscapes. '.' • 

· Note that the specific results depend 'on the expe~ted proportion burned, the expected fire size, 

how much years differ, and the age ,class. width. The relative positions of the curvesjnFigure 

Scan change significantly for different parameter settings , 

Figure 9 shows a subset of the results from Figure S with 98% confidence intervals. For 

, clarity only the re;ultsJor landscapes up to 40 000 cells is shown. The confidence intervals 

are based on the t-statistic with five degrees offreedom. 
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Figure 8: . Replication-average similarity index. vs, landscape size for four disturbance 
. patterns. 
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Figure 9: Replication-average similarity index vs.landscape size for the four disturbance 
patterns showing 98 %confidem;e interVlIlsbased on thel-statistic withS degreesoffieedom. 
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6. Case Study Example ' . 

. We present a b~ief example of the application of FLAP-X to the analysis of a specific landscape 

unit. We emphasise that FLAP-X is theoretical and that its results should be used for insight only. 

Consider the e~tensive protection zone of .Red Lake District in. Ontari~ whose size and. recent fire 

.' history are given in Table 4. In the extensive protection zone, fires are generally only suppressed if 

. . they threaten communities or specific isolated values. From Table 4, we use the following data to 

prepare inputtoFLAP-X: 

• Extensive protection zone area: '. 3 266 186 ha 

• Overall average ammal percentage burned: '1.68% 

• Average annual percentage burned in worst 5 of.18 years: 4.67% 

• Average frre size: . 1992 ha 

We. can assume any cell size in FLAp-X. We arbitrarily choose a cell size that will give. us a 

landscape oflOO x 200 = 40000 cells. The cell size is3 266186 ha / 40000 cells = 81.65. ha. 

The average frre size is 1992ha /81.65 ha = 24.4 cells. Note that the worst five of 18 years is not 

the. required worst three of 10 years (0.278 vs. 0.300), but it is sufficient for this purpose. 

We used these parameters .and a 20-year age class width in FLAP-X to generate sample age 

distributions, illustrated in Figure.10.Seven 'independent sample age class distributions are shown, 

along withthetheoreticalage class distribution. Note that ti)e age class distribution extends further, . 

but the higher age classes are absent from the graph. 

If we used the assumptions in the claSsical exponential model, with all years being the same ~ndfrre 

. sizes of one cell (i.e. ,Disturbance Pattern 1: YS-Fl),then the sample age distributions would be 

extremely close to the theoretical age class distribution as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8. 

FLAP-X could be used to explore the variability of forest age distribution. for different sized 

landscapes with the same frreregime by.changing only the number of cells in the landscape. For 

. example, a landscape with 70 x 70 = 4 900 cells which are each 81.65 ha has an area of 400 085 

ha. This is close to the size of the BWCAstudiedby e.g., Baker (1989b). 
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. Table 4: Area .. and perce~tage . burned·· in the extensive protection zone. in R~d Lake. District .of 
Ontario,. 1976 to 1993. The Years are sorted from highest to lowest area burned. Da.ta. were 
provided by the Aviatibn, Flood and Fire Management Branch, . Ontario Miriistryof Narural 

. Resburces.··· . . . 

Year .. 

·1988 .. 
·198.9 

1977 . 
1984 
1986 

1976. 
·1991 
1983 
1993· 
1981 . 
1.980. 

·1987 
1990 
1979 
.1992 

···1985 
1978 
1982 

To.tal 
.····Aver~ge 

..t\fea .. 
Burned (ha) 

243037,9 
218221.8 
142220.1 

..... 91269.0 ... 
68479.2 

·56.317,8 
50731.0 

·4004.1.6 
·30554.4 

19535.0 
·11458.0 
·6917,7 . 

5854.8 
824.2 
346.3 
. 9.0 

, ,. 
',00:2 ' 

0.1 . 

985818.1 
···54767,7 

.. percentage 
. ... Burned1(%) 

7.44 
6.68 

·4.35 
2:79 
2.10. 

Percentage BQrned 
by Groop(%)· 

(Five 
highest disturbance 

4.67. 

1.72 
t.55·· 

'123 
.0.94 
0.60 

0'·0.3.5 
.. 0.21 

000..18 
0..03

0
• 

0..01 
·0,00 (Thirteen 0 . 
. 0:00.· lowestdisturbance,' 

.. . 0,0.0 0:52 

1.68 1.68 

1 The.extensive protectiol1·zone area is 3266.t86 ha: 
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. . pe~rcc~e~n~ta;g~e~ .. ~--~---~=fLI~-~-----l of !-
2 

Theoretical 

1 

o 
o 

. Replication . 

Age 200 

. ,.. . 

Figure 10: . Illustration of the variability of the age clasS distribution. for the case studyexamllIe. 
Seven fndepehdentsampleage class distributions are shown, along with the theoretical age class 
distribution. Note. that the age class distribution continues into older classes which are.not shown. 
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7; Discussion. 
, - " -,' ." -' ,'\" . -

· Otir purpose\vas to gain insight into the dyriamiCsof a system subject to random disturbances .. 

·Webeli~ve that this researchgivesuseflliinsightsconcerning our understanding the dynamics 
. '. ' -, . - '-' 

of landsca.pesthafare subject to fire disturbances.·· Our reSults suggest that, under plausible 

natural. boreal. distur~ance regimes,·. we should not. expect· to find· forest. age· distribution stability 

even at very large scales due to spatial and temporal dependence of· disturbances. We note, 

· qowever, that the exponential mOdel represented the tiine-average age distribution (and therefore· 

· therepli(;litio~-average age distributionalso)forl!ll· disturban~ patterns. 

We. emphasise that this model and its results and conclusions are theoretical. .We have· . 

• analysed the r::onsequences of theassumpti~ns in oui model. For example, .the expol)ential 

shape of the time-avenlgeage distribution depends on age-independenUire growth, and the 

fire occurrence processw"e.used. We can inake no claiinsabourthe. dynainicsofactual forest·· 

age distributions from this work ·alone.· ·Weare, ·however,developirig refined· models whiCh 

· we plan to test with empiriCal data, A significant amoun(of work has been done previously on 

.. the analysis of empirical age diStribution data, iTIuchof which used Van Wagner's exponential 

. model in some way (Or Johnson and Van Wagner's (1985)WeibuU model). The insights. 

gained f;omour theoretical work. might aid in the further analysisof .empiricaldata. .In . 
. - ' -

· particular, . we demonstrated that it is .. important to represerit the·· spatial and temporal 

corn~lationsof disturbances in landscape simulationiTIodels .. 

Based on previoustheoretical and empirical studies and our theoretical work presented here,· 

we believe . that it is necessary to aliowfor variability - perhaps significant variability - when 

attempting to identify the natural state of the forest landscape. In the presence of variable 

disturbances a!1d spatial and temporal depe!1dence, applying the exponential age distribution 

model to landscape management could lead to problems. For example, if the ·landscape was .. 

managed to ~aintain art exponential .age.distribution at relatively smalispatial scales, there· 

would bean absence of large disturbances. Conversely, iithe variability of disturbance siz~s . 
was recognised, but the effectof spatial scale was not considered, another type of problem 
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could result. For example, decision-makers at every local landscape unit could, in principle, 

attempt to justify a large ciearcuton the. basis that such large disturbancesarellatural in their· 

· landscape. Anhe spatial scale of the larger landscape, however, the sum or cumulative effect 

of the individualclearcuts of that size might be very "unnatural." 

We note that our representation of fire disturbance. variability was deliberately conservative, 

i.e., understated. Each of our sim.ulated years had either a "low" or "high" expected 

proportion Qurned, whereas an informal review of historical fire disturbance shows greater 

· variability ( e.g., Van Wagner J 988). Mal1Y studies. have shown .abrupt climate-driven changes 

in.fire regimes ill the past, e.g. ,Green (1982), Cwynar (1987), Clark (1988, 1989, 1990), 
- - . , . 

Bergeron (1991), Johnson and Larsell (1991), and Campbell and McAndrews (1993). But 

even relatively shorHerm weather"driven variability of fire disturbance appears greater than 
c C ' -

that used in our analyses,e.g.-,. Romme. and Despain (1989) and Harrington and Flannigan 

· (1993) .. Greater variability in fire disturbanceregimeleads to greater variability in the forest 

age distribution (e.g., Baker1989b). 

We have examined the. effect of spatial scale and the relative size ofthe landscape disturbances 
- - - '" ' " - - - -

on the. forest age distribution. FLAP-X can also be used to examine the effect of model - -, - -

resolution or "grain size" on the forest age distribution .. While it is an important question; we 

have not addressed it here as it is a modeling and. data issue, rather than a landscape 

· management issue. Our approach would be to simply setthe grain size small enough so that it 

. would not significantly affect the results. The issue of. resolution was addressed by, e.g., 

Turner et al.(l989)andWiens (1989). 

The problem of relating fire disturbance to age distribution is especially complicated by 

apparent age dependency of fire ignition and fire· growth. We deliberately assumed age 

independence so that the effects ofspatialalld temporal dependence would not be needlessly . 

obscured. We plan to modify FLAP-X to test age-dependent ignitioll and growth, a~dwe 

anticipate that we can demonstrate Johnson and VanWagner's (1985) and Johnson and 

Gutsell's (1994) results. Specifically, the expected age distribution would be an "S-shaped" 
- . -. 

variation of the exponential shape with more area in younger ages and less in older ages. We 
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alsobeIieve .that the high ~egree ofvariabiliiy that we have demonstrated. in-theage-' 

independentcasew~ul~stiIloccur intheagecde;endent case .•. 
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